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Abstract: This paper presents an integrated mapping of motion and visualization scheme based on
a Mixed Reality (MR) subspace approach for the intuitive and immersive telemanipulation of robotic arm-hand systems. The effectiveness of different control-feedback methods for the teleoperation system is validated and compared. The robotic arm-hand system consists of a 6 Degrees-ofFreedom (DOF) industrial manipulator and a low-cost 2-finger gripper, which can be manipulated
in a natural manner by novice users physically distant from the working site. By incorporating MR
technology, the user is fully immersed in a virtual operating space augmented by real-time 3D visual
feedback from the robot working site. Imitation-based velocity-centric motion mapping is implemented via the MR subspace to accurately track operator hand movements for robot motion control
and enables spatial velocity-based control of the robot Tool Center Point (TCP). The user control
space and robot working space are overlaid through the MR subspace, and the local user and a
digital twin of the remote robot share the same environment in the MR subspace. The MR-based
motion and visualization mapping scheme for telerobotics is compared to conventional 2D Baseline
and MR tele-control paradigms over two tabletop object manipulation experiments. A user survey
of 24 participants was conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness and performance enhancements
enabled by the proposed system. The MR-subspace-integrated 3D mapping of motion and visualization scheme reduced the aggregate task completion time by 48% compared to the 2D Baseline
module and 29%, compared to the MR SpaceMouse module. The perceived workload decreased by
32% and 22%, compared to the 2D Baseline and MR SpaceMouse approaches.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of space exploration, deep-sea discovery, nuclear rescue, radiation detection, and robot-assisted medical equipment in recent years, humans
urgently need interactive control of slave robots to complete remote operations [1,2]. More
recently, medical robotic applications during the coronavirus pandemic have proven valuable [3,4]. Due to the highly contagious nature of the novel coronavirus, surgeons are at
high risk of infection when examining and sampling patients face-to-face [5]. However,
oropharyngeal swabbing is a commonly used technique for COVID-19 sampling and diagnosis in the pandemic worldwide [6,7]. One application scenario of medical telerobotic
systems is to teleoperate robots to conduct COVID-19 swab testing and provide other
healthcare services, such as (1) robotics-assisted telesurgery, (2) tele-examination of patients before and after treatment, and (3) tele-training for surgical procedures [8,9]. On the
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user side of biomedical telerobotic systems, surgeons can operate a Human–Robot Interaction (HRI) system with an MR Head-Mounted Display (HMD) and control robots from
a distance to perform surgery. Additionally, healthcare workers can telemanipulate robots
for the care of infected patients or the collection of biological samples, which greatly reduces the risk of infection.
Human–robot interactive teleoperation technology remains the main means to realize remote operations in a complex and dynamic environment. Robotic teleoperation satisfies the demands of scenarios in which human access is dangerous but human intelligence is required [10]. Human-in-the-loop tele-control of robotic systems enables operators to remotely implement complex tasks in order to reduce risk without losing quality
[11,12]. An interactive teleoperation system consists of five main components, including
the human operator, master control loop, communication channel, slave control loop, and
robotic agent. The operator passes commands to the slave loop via the communication
channels [13], which also return information on the robot’s interaction with its environment [14], using visual and haptic feedback [15,16]. An effective teleoperation system not
only enables intuitive HRI, but ensures that the robot can also be operated in a way allowing the operator to experience the “feel” of the robot working on the remote side [17],
gaining a “sense of presence” [18,19].
Typically, in conventional systems, the user controls the remote robotic system with
a joystick, gamepad, keyboard and mouse, or 3D mouse, and simultaneously receives visual feedback from 2D displays [20,21]. Robot control is not intuitive and natural to the
user [22,23]. The mismatch between the range of user control space and the limits of the
input device workspace can increase the difficulty of telemanipulation and lead to poor
operation [24,25]. Another disadvantage of typical telerobotic systems is the lack of depth
perception due to monocular, 2D visualization of the remote site [26–28], limiting operator
performance [29,30] and any feelings of immersion and telepresence in the remote workspace [31].
MR technology has great potential in co-located and remote collaboration. Researchers have been exploring MR-enhanced collaboration to assist in interactive activities in colocated or remote scenarios [32]. MR-based remote collaboration holds great promise in
situations where human/robotic contributors are physically separated and need to find a
shared space to work on a common project. By leveraging the seamless integration of virtual and physical content, MR-based collaboration provides a common understanding or
shared environment for collaborators. To date, the majority of research efforts have been
focused on developing human–computer interaction (HCI), evaluating collaborative processes, and establishing conceptual models and taxonomies of collaborative MR [33].
Compared to traditional video-mediated collaboration, MR-based remote collaboration
offers more natural and intuitive interactions, reduces task execution time, offers a more
engaging user experience, and enables users to share important nonverbal cues, which
have been found to increase empathy, reliability, efficiency, and collaboration [34]. MRbased collaboration for interactive tasks has recently been used in academia and industry.
It has shown great potential in multiple areas, such as telemedicine, education, training,
remote assistance, maintenance, intuitive HRI, and other remote collaboration tasks [35].
MR systems continue to make new advances, creating imaginative and interactive
schemes that push the edges previously explored in Computer-Supported Cooperative
Work (CSCW) [36]. Three complementary factors that can enhance collaboration in MR
environments are annotation techniques, collaborative object manipulation, and perception and cognition [37].
MR has been applied to robotic teleoperation systems to enhance user perception of
the remote side in order to enable immersive robotic teleoperation (IRT) [38–40]. A threedimensional virtual world similar to the slave side can be simulated through MR and displayed to the user on the master side. By implementing MR as an HRI interface, the user
experiences a physical presence in the remote environment, and co-existence with the robotic platform via the MR subspace, while guiding and monitoring the robotic platform
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in the local user space [41,42]. MR-enhanced teleoperation allows direct mapping of control commands and the actions between the user and the robot, and has the potential for
performance enhancements by serving as an intermediary for the integration of imitationbased motion mapping and 3D visualization [43].
Most recent research on MR-enhanced teleoperation systems has focused on collecting demonstrations for robotic learning, solving long time delays, the development of immersive manipulation, and poor virtual transparency problems [44–46]. However, those
telerobotic systems do not fully exploit the potential performance enhancements provided
by using the MR subspace as an intermediary for the integration of imitation-based motion mapping and 3D visualization mapping.
In this paper, an MR-enhanced velocity-centric mapping scheme for tele-control is
proposed to ensure natural and intuitive robot interaction with effective 3D visual feedback. Precise hand motion tracking and robot movement control are achieved. Acceptable
remote manipulation results are accomplished for novice operators by reducing the reliance on operator skills. Spatial motion mapping involves linear velocities and angular
velocities. The updated six-vector spatial twist, a representation of the linear and angular
velocity of users’ hand motions, is transmitted from the user space to the robot space. The
integration of spatial motion mapping and 3D visual feedback through the MR subspace
is applied in robotic teleoperation as an interface to enable novice users to remotely control the robotic arm-hand system for performing manipulation tasks in harsh, unstructured situations. To analyze system performance, the isometric-rate tele-control paradigm
through MR-based 3D motion and visualization retargeting scheme for telerobotics is
compared to the isotonic-position 3D interaction condition and conventional 2D baseline
over two tabletop object manipulation experiments.
This paper is organized into four sections. The first section presented here describes
the background, research objectives, and contributions of this research. Section 2 (Materials and Methods) highlights the system overview, experiments and analyses. Section 3
(Results and Discussion) presents the objective and subjective measures of the experiments. Section 4 (Conclusions and Future Work) summarizes the research outcomes and
next steps in future work.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Teleoperation System Overview
The proposed robotic manipulation system and the related mapping are shown in
Figure 1. On the MR side (local space), a binocular HMD is tracked by the HTC Vive VR
platform (HTC Corporation, Taoyuan, Taiwan) and used to display the virtual manipulation scene generated in Unity (Unity Technologies, San Francisco, CA, USA) to the user.
Motion tracking devices (HTC lighthouses) are linked to the Unity computer and track
the pose of the user’s head, while they inspect the workpiece from different perspective
angles and perform teleoperation tasks. Figure 2 shows the data communication and information exchange for intuitive motion control of the imitation-based MR-HRI of the teleoperated robotic arm-hand system.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Schematic of the motion-mapping approach for the MR subspace-enhanced imitationbased HRI system of the teleoperated robotic arm-hand. (a) The robot working environment; (b) the
MR scene displayed to the operator; (c) the user space. The MR subspace decouples the human from
the robot, and the mappings for sensors and grippers are not necessarily direct and identical. The
user’s eyes {E} and hand {H} and the state of the camera {C} as well as the robot arm’s grippers {G}
are linked to each other through the MR subspace {S}, with {T}, {W}, and {B} denoting reference
frames of the target objects, robot wrist and robot arm base.

Figure 2. The communication system for information exchange and motion control of the MR subspace-enhanced imitation-based HRI of the teleoperated robotic arm-hand system.

2.1.1. Robot and User Communication
A Kinect V2 depth sensor (Microsoft Corporation, Albuquerque, NM, USA) publishes compressed RGB-D images from the perspective of the robot’s head to produce a
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point cloud-based 3D visual feedback in the MR subspace. Compressed images enter the
MR subspace through a custom image subscriber and depth image subscriber in Unity
3D. In Unity, RGB images and depth images are decompressed using OpenCV for C# (Microsoft Corporation, Albuquerque, NM, USA). A custom “material” shader in Unity combines these images into a 3D point cloud from the RGB image and the depth image, and
the computation is done in parallel on the GPU.
Onsite sensory information from the remote workspace is transferred back to the human operators. The operators act as part of the control loop to interact with the remote
robotic arm and hand system via a computer-generated virtual environment and overlaid
multisensory data. The 3D virtual scene is rendered according to the actual robot working
environment and displayed to the user via the HMD. A force sensor attached to the robot
finger is primarily dedicated to monitoring the grasping process. The user can directly
observe the workpiece and end-effector status with the real-time overlaid sensory information in MR during operation. The depth sensor information is mapped and reconstructed in the point cloud form on the master side to be completely consistent with the
environment of the slave side. The proposed teleoperation system allows information
mapping between the user side and the robot side using an MR subspace [47].
2.1.2. MR Subspace
The MR subspace serves as an intermediary between the user command loop and robot
control loop. A digital twin system is generated in the virtual environment and features a synchronous representation of the physical UR5 robot (Universal Robotics, Odense, Denmark)
employed. The remote human operator can inspect the sensory information, robot control
command input, and robot pose in its work environment through a 3D MR subspace interface.
The virtual replica allows the user to inspect how the physical robot is situated in the remote
environment without deploying an array of static cameras. The digital twin subscribes to the
joint state data of the physical UR5 robot and updates its configuration accordingly in MR
using rosbridge software provided by the Robot Operating System (ROS). In the MR scene,
the user and the remote robotic platform share the same space virtually. The digital twin-enhanced MR subspace interface is shown in Figure 3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Overview of the MR subspace interface with the digital twin of the UR5 robot superimposed on the 3D Point Cloud of the physical UR5 robot in the MR environment. (a) The pick-andplace task of two cubical and cylindrical objects given a goal position with different heights; (b) the
assembly task involved grabbing one LEGO subassembly from a predefined spot and stacking it
onto a fixed LEGO base on the table.
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In typical telerobotic systems with a 2D camera feed, the user is provided with a monocular RGB stream of the remote scene. In the virtual subspace, a human operator monitors the spatial manipulation process using the real-time 3D point clouds for remote environmental visualization. The digital twin can either be situated in front of the user or
superimposed on the user, depending on their requirements.
The operator uses the handheld HTC Vive controller as a motion input device to
grant human-level dynamic performance to the robotic arm-hand for remote telerobotic
spatial manipulation tasks. The Vive tracking system tracks the controller position to a
sub-millimeter level accuracy. User hand movements are tracked by two base stations
tracking the handheld HTC Vive controllers at a refresh rate of 90 Hz. The HTC Vive base
stations use alternating horizontal and vertical lasers to scan across the HTC Vive headset
and handheld controllers, which are equipped with sensors to detect the lasers as they
pass. The HTC Vive system integratesthe position and rotation data of the components
being tracked in the 3D MR subspace. The acquired position and orientation data are calculated and transmitted to the ROS-based controller of the UR5 robot, where the input
velocity values are converted into robot joint velocities.
2.2. Velocity-Centric Motion Mapping
For telemanipulation applications, the remote robot should maintain smooth, accurate tracking of user hand movements. However, raw hand movement data provided by
the Vive tracking system contain intended hand motion, as well as tremors and noise.
Thus, direct velocity mapping causes aggressive control maneuvers and jittering robot
motion. Single Exponential Smoothing (SES) is applied to remove unintended short-term
fluctuations and reduce hand tremor and noise. The SES for filtering out the noise from
the hand motion series can be calculated recursively:
𝑉

|

= 𝛼𝑉 + 𝛼 1 − 𝛼 𝑉

+𝛼 1−𝛼 𝑉

… + 𝛼 1−𝛼 𝑉

(1)

where 𝑉 are velocity measurements and 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1 is the smoothing parameter. The decrease rate of the weighting terms is controlled by the smoothing parameter. If α is large
and close to 1, more weight is given to the more recent hand motion observations. If α
approaches 0, the output velocity signal tends to be the average of the historical input
velocity data. A value of α = 0.9 gives the optimal performance in motion smoothing applications, according to experiments.
The approach for intuitively controlling the robot so that its end-effector smoothly
follows a user’s hand trajectory, 𝑇 𝑡 , is to calculate and control the required n-vector of
joint velocities 𝜃 directly from the relationship 𝐽 𝜃 𝜃 = 𝑉, where the desired robot endeffector twist 𝑉 = 𝑣 𝜔
and 𝐽 𝜃 ∈ 𝑅 × are expressed in the same frame. At time k,
the motion tracking system measures and determines the configuration of the user’s hand,
converts this calculated spatial velocity 𝑉 = 𝑣 𝜔
to a Cartesian twist command 𝑉 =
𝑣 𝜔
to the robot in the ROS coordinate system, employs the inverse-Jacobian solver
to determine the appropriate joint rate vector, 𝜃, according to the desired twist representation of end-effector motion, 𝑉 , and derives the joint configuration sent to the UR5 robot
controller, as shown by:
𝜃 = 𝐽 𝜃 𝑆𝑉
𝑉 = 𝑣 𝜔

= 𝑘𝑉 = 𝑣 𝜔

= 𝐽 𝜃 𝜃= 𝐽 𝜃 𝐽 𝜃

(2)
𝜃

(3)

The use of the pseudo-inverse in Equation (2) implicitly weights the cost of each of
the 6 joint velocities identically, returns the minimized two-norm of joint velocities, and
reduces the energy consumption of the robot. 𝑆 is a positive scaling factor, and S = I is
chosen in the application for precisely mimicking the user’s movement, where 𝐼 ∈ 𝑅 ×
is an identity matrix.
By applying inverse-Jacobian-based kinematic techniques, real-time control of the
spatial velocity of the TCP is achieved, instead of creating discrete path plans. Thus, a
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smooth trajectory and quality manipulation behavior can be achieved. The proposed teleoperated robotic system provides the operator with a more natural and intuitive scheme
for interacting with the remote robot in comparison to conventional robotic teleoperation
systems in which the robot is manipulated in joint space or the end-effector is driven at a
certain specified velocity [48].
Fingertip movements of the index finger collected from the hall-effect sensor embedded in the Vive controller are projected onto the X-Z plane perpendicular to the palm and
contain index finger movements without abduction in the Y direction. The projected tip
positions are transformed and scaled to the MR subspace through a standard frame transformation. When the user extends their index finger away from or towards the palm, the
press depth detected by the sensor is updated accordingly. The press depth is mapped to
the workspace limits of the robotic hand while it approaches the open and close pose for
the manipulation of objects. A grasping depth index (GDI) is proposed as the criterion for
grasping modulation of the robotic gripper, rather than reading binary values of 0 or 1
directly.
2.3. Experiments
2.3.1. Hypothesis
To validate whether a teleoperation intermediary using MR-subspace-enhanced spatial mapping of human motion facilitates control of robotic arm-hand systems by unskilled operators, a set of spatial manipulation tasks, shown in Figure 4, including pickand-place and assembly, were developed. A user study was designed and conducted to
verify task performance and user experience with the proposed HRI system compared to
two typical teleoperation modes.
The null hypothesis (H0) for a repeated-measures ANOVA is that the MR-subspaceenhanced imitation-based motion mapping approach for telemanipulation and the two
alternatives (commonly used teleoperation methods) have identical effects on task efficiency, user performance, and system usability for unskilled users, in terms of effectiveness, intuitiveness, and learnability.

Figure 4. An overview of spatial manipulation tasks and command input methods. (a) Pick-andplace task of two cubical and cylindrical objects given a goal position with different heights; (b)
assembly task involved grabbing one LEGO subassembly from a predefined spot and stacking it
onto a fixed LEGO base on the table; (c) isometric-rate HRI scheme using the 6-DOF input device;
(d) isotonic-position imitative HRI scheme using the Vive motion controller.
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2.3.2. Experimental Setup
A within-subjects experiment was developed to verify the null hypothesis by presenting novice participants with three HRI conditions (Baseline/2D SpaceMouse; MR direct control/MR SpaceMouse; and MR subspace) in a random order to guide the robotic
arm-hand system and complete two spatial manipulation tasks: (1) pick-and-place and (2)
assembly.
A total of 24 participants took part in the user study, 13 males (54%) and 11 females
(46%). Subjects were all from the University of Canterbury and ranged in age from 20 to
31. In general, participants were unfamiliar with robotic systems, HRI, or MR. In the preexperiment questionnaire, subjects’ experiences with VR and computer games were collected. Among the 24 participants, 13 had no previous experience with VR, 7 had used a
VR headset once, and 4 were more frequent users. Most of them were had a lot of experience with computer games and they usually played once a week. None of the participants
had experience with controlling a robot, and they were regarded as novice users of the
teleoperated robotic system. The tasks for the user study were to guide the robotic armhand system to conduct pick-and-place and assembly telemanipulation processes through
three different teleoperation intermediaries. Each participant completed the user study
within 60 min, which includes pre-questionnaires, instructions, experiments, post-questionnaires and comments. The participants were informed of the right to stop and/or withdraw from the experiment at any time.
The proposed MR-HRI mapping approach was compared to a SpaceMouse 6-DOF
control input device sensor (3Dconnexion, Munich, Germany) with 2D camera feeds, and
the SpaceMouse with the 3D point cloud interface of telemanipulation. The 3D connexion
SpaceMouse Compact is a 6-DOF control input component widely used for guiding robots, precise 3D navigation in Computer-aided design (CAD), or 3D analysis and review.
The 6-DOF SpaceMouse was chosen as a baseline [49], because prior work indicated that,
despite the complex operations, the SpaceMouse interface was highly effective for cartesian teleoperation of a robot end-effector [50–52]. The goal of the experiment is to test
whether the isotonic-position control scheme with the MR subspace outperforms isometric-rate control using the SpaceMouse input with either 2D direct camera feeds or 3D visual feedback.
The Baseline HRI is a typical teleoperation mode, providing participants with 2D visual feedback displaying the working view through the RGB camera in the Kinect V2 depth
sensor. The user is presented with a 2D ego-centric view of the robot’s working space on
the monitor and unable to change perspective. The piloting metaphor was used for HRI
with a stationary 6-DoF SpaceMouse. The user interaction included manipulating input
from a SpaceMouse for TCP translation and rotation of the UR5 robot arm and the grasp
and release of the robot hand.
The MR direct control/MR SpaceMouse module can be regarded as an MR subspace
without Velocity-Centric Motion Mapping (VCMM), and is a condensed version of the
proposed MR-HRI system that enables the user to inspect the robotic arm-hand situation
in the remote environment via a 3D point cloud in the MR subspace. The user can interact
with the robotic system through an isometric-rate control scheme by using the SpaceMouse input with 3D visual feedback, but without perceived correspondence between the
input device motion and the robot end-effector movement.
The MR subspace experiment is a full MR-HRI system with VCMM using the tracked
Vive motion controller in a grasping metaphor, and allows the user to use hand motion to
directly guide the robotic arm-hand system through the isotonic-position control scheme,
and view the robot’s space through the point cloud generated within MR subspace, conducting a set of spatial manipulation tasks. The full MR-HRI system features the perceived
movement correspondence between the input device (Vive controller) and the robot endeffector. In the MR subspace, the motion of the robotic arm and hand system closely mimics the movement of the user’s arm and hand, so that the user can perceive the movement
of the robot through his/her own movement.
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2.3.3. Experimental Procedure
Each subject picked up two cubic and cylindrical items and placed them on target
positions on the tabletop in the first pick-and-place manipulation task. By requiring both
translation and rotation for placing the objects, the process assesses the translational and
rotational functionality of the three HRI schemes. The second task was to grab one LEGO
subassembly from a predefined spot and stack it onto a fixed LEGO base on the table. As
an assembly task with increased complexity, this task required the subject to rearrange
the in-hand object’s orientation by rotating the red LEGO cuboid subassembly and aligning the two components before mating, which restricted the orientation of the end-effector
in comparison to placing the cubical and cylindrical items.
All participants were given a full information sheet and briefing and were informed
of the right to stop and/or withdraw at any time, including withdrawing their data. All
data and usability survey data were anonymized. Thus, the approach met all best-practice
standards and covered all informed consent requirements. The trial began with each subject filling out a pre-experiment questionnaire to record age and gender, and assess prior
knowledge and experience with MR, robotics, and HRI. Following the pre-experiment
questionnaire, participants were given health and safety guidelines and provided with
details on the experimental tasks and objectives. Prior to using each HRI method, each
subject was presented with a tutorial video demonstrating the user interaction module.
The video-based introduction was utilized to equalize the training that subjects were offered in each HRI module. The three HRI modules included the interaction scheme of the
SpaceMouse input device with 2D camera feeds, the SpaceMouse with the 3D point cloud
interface of telemanipulation, and the MR-subspace-integrated 3D mapping of motion
and visualization scheme.
After indicating preparedness, participants ran through a training task of grasping a
cylindrical object with the robotic hand-arm to get used to each control method of the
teleoperation system [53]. The object grasping task was selected due to its simplicity and
the preparation offered for the experimental tasks, which allows the users to get familiarized with the HRI methods. Each participant completed a training activity once to standardize the training process, and they were still regarded as unskilled operators. Thus, this
activity mainly serves as part of the instructions, and its influence on the bias of the results
is minimized.
When the user expressed their readiness to conduct the experimental tasks, the cumulative training time for each HRI module was recorded to assess the learnability and
efficiency of each HRI module. The locations of target objects and the robotic pose
changed, respectively. To reduce order effects during the execution of the experimental
tasks, the sequence of the HRI modules and the target position of the objects were randomly allocated, and pick-and-place and assembly manipulation task orders were also
randomized, which minimizes the learning effects between tasks. The teleoperation task
was suspended when the subject placed the object in the goal position and mated the
components together in an assembly.
To standardize the initial position, the experimenter returned the robot to an identical
home configuration after each trial. Participants completed a post-trial questionnaire on
each HRI module after completing the training and experimental tasks. Participants remained outside the robotic platform operating zone at all times to guarantee physical
safety, and one experimenter closely observed all operations with an emergency stop. If a
collision occurred on the objects or tabletop, the experimenter immediately activated the
emergency stop button to halt all robot motion. The robot was then sent back to its original
pose, demanding the subjects restart the task. In the MR subspace, virtual safety grids
were also established to surround and remind the user. When participants reached predetermined boundaries, warning grids showing the MR subspace edge were displayed.
The experiment requested all users avoid these edges if they could.
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2.4. Analyses
The goal of the study is to investigate the effect of the MR-subspace-enhanced imitation-based HRI module on the operator’s ability to interact with objects in the remote environment. To evaluate the efficacy of the robotic manipulation system presented, human
operator performance was assessed under three HRI modes denoted: B, MRD and MRS.
B denotes the Baseline, using only a 6-DOF SpaceMouse and a monocular RGB display.
MRD (MRnoVCMM/MR SpaceMouse) represents the MR direct control module using
SpaceMouse and an MR-enhanced 3D point cloud visual method without deploying
VCMM. MRD is a limited version of the proposed MR-HRI system. MRS (MRwithVCMM)
provides the user with the proposed MR subspace module using the VCMM approach
and a Vive controller as well as an MR-assisted 3D point cloud display.
Task performance and work efficiency were evaluated by measuring the time for
each task and the total time for both tasks. Participant perception of the different HRI
modalities was measured using a questionnaire based on a previous study assessing user
preferences and system usability, including the NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) and
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) for evaluating the user’s acceptance [54–56]. User
performance was measured by time for each manipulation task and aggregated total time
for both tasks. User effort and workload during teleoperation experiments were evaluated
by the NASA-TLX score, where from 0 to 100 (most difficult), participants rated qualitative experiences of mental demands, physical demands, time demands, performance, effort, and frustration at the end of each experimental case. User acceptance and perception,
including usefulness and ease-of-use, was assessed by questionnaires based on the TAM.
This survey uses a 0 to 7 (best) scale to measure the acceptance and ease-of-use of different
HRI modules. A one-way within-subjects ANOVA with repeated measures was used to
analyse data from all measures. Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied to assess the
difference in the survey responses with B, MRD, and MRS HRI modules as within-subjects
variables.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Objective Measures
The MR-subspace-based motion-mapping HRI technique was compared to Baseline
and MR direct control schemes across two tasks. Results in Tables 1 and 2 show the data
and statistical findings. The analysis rejected the null hypothesis (H0) that the MR-subspace-enhanced spatial motion mapping approach for telemanipulation and the other typical teleoperation modules have identical effects on task performance (Table 1). In contrast, the results indicated that the MR subspace motion-centric HRI approach significantly outperformed both the 2D Baseline and the MR SpaceMouse HRI schemes on both
tasks for all pairwise comparisons (Table 2). Guiding a robotic hand-arm system using the
natural arm motion mapping through the MR subspace improved task performance for
both tasks.
Table 1. One-way ANOVA statistics for all measures. B, MRD, and MRS denote Baseline, MR SpaceMouse, and MR subspace, respectively.

Post-Hoc Tests
Measure
Pick-and-place (s)
Assembly (s)
Aggregate Time (s)
Physical Demand
Mental Demand
NASA TLX

Partial Eta
Squared
0.87
0.76
0.93
0.45
0.59
0.76

F

p

MRS-MRD

MRS-B

MRD-B

F(1.382, 31.778) = 148.198
F(1.553, 35.725) = 74.080
F(1.875, 43.128) = 303.197
F(1.971, 45.339) = 18.478
F(1.995, 45.874) = 32.638
F(1.663, 38.247) = 74.408

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

<0.001
<.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

<0.001
<.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.387
0.002
<0.001
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0.41
0.69

F(1.846, 42.449) = 15.794
F(1.832, 42.133) = 50.205

<0.001
<0.001

<0.001
<0.001

<0.001
<0.001

1.000
0.299

Table 2. Statistical results for objective and subjective measures for each method compared. MRD
and MRS denote MR SpaceMouse and MR subspace, respectively.

Measure
Pick-and-place (s)
Assembly (s)
Aggregate Time (s)
Physical Demand
Mental Demand
NASA TLX
Usefulness
Ease of Use

Baseline
Mean
Std.Dev
136.06
20.72
162.60
23.61
298.66
26.42
76.04
11.32
81.38
13.29
75.81
6.23
2.83
1.17
2.67
0.87

MRD
Mean
98.27
122.88
221.15
70.88
68.46
66.89
3.08
3.25

MRS
Std.Dev
17.00
16.84
23.39
11.51
11.12
5.39
1.10
1.39

Mean
58.52
97.51
156.03
55.63
54.54
51.92
4.75
5.50

Std.Dev
9.75
12.18
17.19
12.54
13.15
8.15
1.33
0.89

As shown in Figure 5, a one-way within-subjects ANOVA with repeated measures
with a Greenhouse–Geisser correction indicated that the time taken to complete the pickand-place tasks was statistically significantly different (F(1.382, 31.778) = 148.20; p < 0.001;
Partial = 0.87). The post-hoc test revealed that the completion time for the pick-and-place
tasks was significantly reduced from the Baseline (M = 136.06) compared to the MR SpaceMouse module (M = 98.27) and the MR subspace module (M = 58.52). Statistical significance was also shown for the assembly task completion time between the three HRI modules (F(1.553, 35.73) = 74.08; p < 0.001; Partial = 0.76). Pairwise comparisons indicated that
the time to complete the assembly tasks was significantly reduced from the Baseline (M =
162.60) compared to the MR SpaceMouse module (M = 122.88) and the MR subspace module (M = 97.51). The F value for the HRI factor of overall task completion time and its
related significance level and the magnitude of the effect (Partial Eta Squared) in the
Greenhouse–Geisser correction showed that the mean aggregate task completion time for
each HRI module was statistically significantly different (F(1.875, 43.128) = 303.197; p <
0.001; Partial = 0.93). The pairwise comparisons indicated that aggregate time significantly
decreased from the Baseline (M = 298.66) compared to the MR SpaceMouse module (M =
221.15) and the MR subspace module (M = 156.03). The aggregate task completion time
was reduced by 48% compared to the 2D Baseline module and 29% compared to the MR
SpaceMouse module. With MR-subspace-enhanced motion and vision mapping, a comparable rate of improvement in completion time was attained for operators with minimal
technical knowledge.
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Figure 5. Boxplots of quantitative measures on the user performance for each HRI scheme across
two manipulation tasks. (a) Time to complete the pick-and-place tasks; (b) the assembly task completion time; (c) the aggregate task completion time; (d) the mean training completion time. MRD
and MRS denote MR SpaceMouse and MR subspace, respectively.

The F value for the HRI factor of overall task completion time and its related significance level and the magnitude of the effect (Partial Eta Squared) in the Greenhouse–
Geisser correction showed that the mean aggregate task completion time for each HRI
module was statistically significantly different (F(1.875, 43.128) = 303.197; p < 0.001; Partial
= 0.93). The pairwise comparisons indicated that aggregate time significantly decreased
from the Baseline (M = 298.66) compared to the MR SpaceMouse module (M = 221.15) and
the MR subspace module (M = 156.03).
Overall, the aggregate task completion time was reduced by 48% compared to the 2D
Baseline module and 29% compared to the MR SpaceMouse module. With MR-subspaceenhanced motion and vision mapping, a comparable rate of improvement in completion
time was attained for operators with minimal technical knowledge.
Mean training completion time was 153.7 s, 98.3 s, and 71.8 s for the Baseline and MR
with and without the imitation-based motion mapping modes, respectively. The learning
time for the training tasks with the MR subspace approach decreased by 53% and 36%,
compared to the Baseline and MR SpaceMouse approaches, respectively, indicating that
additional learning was required for the two typical HRI modules to reach the same competency as for the proposed MR-subspace-enhanced imitation-based HRI module. It can
also be observed that, even at the end of the training, subjects did not reach the same
proficiency and dexterity as they immediately did while using the MR-subspace-enhanced imitation-based module. The MR subspace module has an important effect in saving training time even for non-skilled operators.
3.2. Subjective Measures
Overall, all subjects completed the telemanipulation experiments under the three
conditions. In the post-experiment questionnaire, the Baseline case was rated as the most
difficult task condition by the majority of participants. Most subjects preferred the MRS
vision/motion mapping scheme condition and commented that the MRS scheme enabled
robot control with natural movements and reduced fatigue and stress during the robotic
manipulation process.
The NASA-TLX score shows how participants rated their qualitative experiences of
mental demands, physical demands, temporal demands, performance, effort, and frustration. The TAM was used for evaluating acceptance and measuring participant perception
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of different HRI modules, and scales to measure usefulness and ease-of-use were presented to the subjects in each post-task questionnaire. Three items on a seven-point rating
scale (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree) were included for each of the two aspects.
As shown in Figure 6, all average NASA-TLX scores were lower for the MR-subspaceenhanced motion-mapping tasks compared with the 2D Baseline and MR SpaceMouse
cases. In particular, the MR subspace motion-mapping module significantly reduced the
physical and mental demand as well as the frustration of participants.
In general, the Overall Workload (OW) decreased from Baseline (M = 75.81) compared to the MR SpaceMouse module (M = 66.89) and the MR subspace module (M =
51.92), as shown in Figure 6f. As a result, the average score of NASA-TLX decreased significantly by 32% (F(1.663, 38.247) = 74.408; p < 0.001; Partial = 0.87) when the MR subspace
mapping was used.

Figure 6. Boxplots of workload measures for each HRI scheme across two tasks. MRD and MRS
denote MR SpaceMouse and MR subspace, respectively.

The TAM results indicate that there was a substantial disparity between the means
of the users appeals of the three different HRI modules. Participants found that the MRsubspace-imitation-based HRI module (M = 5.50) had better usability than the 2D Baseline
(M = 2.67), and was marginally easier to use than the MR SpaceMouse module (M = 3.25),
as shown in Figure 7a. The MR subspace method (M = 4.75) was reported to be slightly
more acceptable than the MR SpaceMouse module (M = 3.08) and 2D Baseline interfaces
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(M = 2.83) in terms of perceived usefulness, as shown in Figure 7b. The subjective
measures analysis proved that the MR-subspace-enhanced spatial motion mapping approach for telemanipulation outperformed the other typical teleoperation modules in task
workload and user perception.
In this paper, the isometric-rate tele-control paradigm through MR-based 3D motion
and visualization retargeting scheme for telerobotics is compared to the isotonic-position
3D interaction condition and a conventional 2D Baseline. The system performance analysis indicates that the MRS scheme improved the tele-control performance of manipulation
tasks and reduced the workload on operators. The results of this study will benefit the
research community moving forward by providing experimental groundwork for other
researchers to select appropriate command/control schemes to construct intuitive HRI
systems. Furthermore, the results provide a fundamental platform for ongoing research
to incorporate haptic feedback and machine learning strategies, aiming to further improve
the immersive teleoperation platform developed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Boxplots of subjective measures about ease-of-use and usefulness for each HRI scheme
across tasks. (a) The ease-of-use factor of user acceptance and perception; (b) the usefulness factor
of user acceptance and perception. MRD and MRS denote MR SpaceMouse and MR subspace, respectively.

4. Conclusions and Future Work
This work presents the design of an MRS-based intuitive telemanipulation paradigm
and a user-study evaluation of three control and visual feedback HRI modes on a practical
robotic arm-hand platform. The particular interest lies in the potential benefits of deploying an MRS-enhanced 3D vision/motion mapping approach to improve the work efficiency and situation awareness of unskilled operators in teleoperated pick-and-place and
assembly tasks. The IRT system introduced in the paper enabled novice users to intuitively and naturally perform high-quality manipulation tasks at a distance. The proposed
MRS HRI interface for robotic tele-control is designed and implemented by leveraging the
3D mapping of motion and vision through an MR subspace.
An intuitive and natural interaction scheme was achieved by mapping the user’s
hand motions to the robot movements and applying spatial velocity-centric control techniques. A VCMM approach was implemented to accurately track the operator’s hand
movements and minimize aggressive velocity commands, while generating smooth
movement in the two typical manipulation tasks. A 3D point cloud rendering architecture
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was deployed in the MRS paradigm to form an incorporated 3D visualization of the remote site, provide the desired depth perception of the workspace, and maintain the inspection of the workpieces, remote site, and digital twin situated in the MR subspace as a
whole. Telemanipulation experiments of novice operators were carried out to test the proposed intuitive teleoperation of the robotic platform.
Telemanipulation experiments show that the MRS-integrated scheme reduced aggregate task completion time by 48% compared to the 2D Baseline module, and 29% compared to the MR SpaceMouse module. The MRS-enhanced 3D mapping of motion and
vision paradigm improved completion time for operators with minimal technical
knowledge. Further, the learning time of the training tasks with the MRS scheme decreased by 53% and 36% compared to the 2D Baseline and MR SpaceMouse approaches,
respectively, indicating that extra learning was required in the two typical HRI modules
to reach the same competency as in the proposed MRS imitation-based HRI module. Finally, the proposed MRS teleoperation scheme achieved the desired telemanipulation results for novice users.And this scheme significantly reduced the physical and mental demand and frustration of participants, while offering higher user acceptance.
Overall, the MRS teleoperation scheme for robotic arm-hand teleoperation presented
improved remote pick-and-place and assembly performance of operators with minimal
technical knowledge. The proposed teleoperation scheme using integrated 3D mapping
of vision and motion through an MR subspace involving intuitive movement control provides improved tele-control performance of manipulation tasks and reduces the workload
of operators.
The following recommendations are presented for the extension of the current work.
These include two major aspects of improvement. The first part regards using the haptic
effect to further improve the developed immersive teleoperation platform. In the proposed telemanipulation schemes, the haptic effect on user performance, system usability,
and collision avoidance was not investigated. Both haptic and tactile feedbacks have the
potential to further improve task performance and users’ situational awareness. The second part is about using machine learning strategies to learn the operator’s behavior and
predict their intentions for the latency mitigation for long-distance scenarios, and employing cloud computing to achieve better management of the developed telerobotic infrastructure. Teleoperation enables the most productive utilization of scarce expertise. However, latency is a major issue in long-distance teleoperation. HMMs as a general-case latency mitigation protocol have the potential to deal with error-inducing time delays inherent in MR-based teleoperated robotic systems.
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